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Androgyny as a Predictor oi

Disclosure to Parents

Over the pelt quarter certury results from experimental and field researc,.

have demonotrated the *Mince of self-disclosure in interpersone

communication (Jourard, 1971; Pearce i Sharp, 1973; Terdy, Homan, 6 Breda,

1901). The &punt of sell-disclosure, communication vhfch contains personal

in(ormation, has bien employed as a communlation variable to explain

Interpersonal interactions (Corby 197); Pearce, et al. 1975). One of the primary

reasons for otudying self-disclosure is that it generslly Is considered lndictive

of healthy relationships (Bron, 1965; Johnson, 1973; Wheelese, 1976). Past

investigstions have used self-disclosure as a variable to explain healthy

child-parent interactions (Doster 6 Strickland, 1969; Forst ;Weill, 1986).

Several researchers end theorists maintain that parent-0111d interactions ire the

most Important in determining the child's self-concept (COoley, 1902; Head, 1934;

Rosenburg, 1919). Since parents serve as the most Important significant others

early in the development process. The present study focused o'n disclosure to

parents. Tvo variebles vhlch may predict self-disclosure to significant others,

such as parents, are biological and psychological (androgynous) gender

orientations (Duster & StIckland, 1969; (;reenblatt, Hasensuer 6 Freirmith; 1980;

Jourard 6 Lasakow, 1958). Although a substantial body of research literature un

sdr-disdosure and gender orientations has accumulated; theories with sofficlent

power to predict self-disclosure to an individual's most signficant others;

Parents, have not yet emereAd. A fruitful solution to disclosure theory

construction Is to derive a model Involving self-disclosure and

biological-psychological gender orientations. The purpose of this study is to

Androgyny and disclosure

propose a two-variable model that can be used to explain self-disclosure to an

Individual's parents,

Theoretical Rationale

Importance Of Self-Dloiloaure

The effects of self-disclosure have been demonstrated In interpersonal

comsunIcation (Jourard, 1971; Wheeless, 1976), These echoic.' believe the

interpersonal communication 17 virtually impossible unless communicatom share

themselves with others. Because parent-child relationships involve considerable

interaction, self-disclosure would appear to affect the development of those

relationships, and ultimately thi child's sea concept (Beatty, ?lax, 6 PaFne,

1984),

As vith many communication variables, self-disclosure can provide both

benefits and risks for the individual, Johnson (1972) steels that the benefits

and risks of self-disclosure depends upon the appropriateness of the disclosure.

The disclosure must be relevant to the receiver end mug be appropriate to the

ett,stIon.
1

Since relational develepmint is a gradual procesi (Aiao 6 Taylor,

1973), Inappropriate self-disclosure tends to create relitionsi problem.

Therefore, communicators are motivated tO avoid inappropriate self-disclosure

(Johnson, On, p. 15),

Appropriate self-disclosure has numerous benefltsk Aweless And Grot:

(1977) discovered that appropriate self-disclosure leads to increased trus:

communication dyads. Parent-child relationships should evidence ln:rease

trust as a result of honest self-disclosure.

Friseefell 091'31 fowid that appropriata self-disc:more results in incrlu,.

liking, and often, loving. In addition to improving the quality of irgerpers:-a:

communication, Rosenfeld (1979) believes that a7propritte

promotes mental health In three ways. First, self-alienation is decrease:.
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Second, greater consistency between self-concept and other's concept can be

gained. Third, self-concept is enhanced because of self-diaciosure. Similarly,

Gilbert and Herenstain (1975) believe increased attraction can be gained through

self-dieclosure. Although disclosure entails risks (Steele, 1915), a large

number of important interpersonal benefits including self-acceptance, feelings of

security; and a greater tolerance for a wider range of behaelors from °theta may

result from appropriate self-disclosure Cosenfeld, 1979).

Stological Sex and Perceived Gender Orientation of Discloler

The biological sex of a subject refer; to whether the person le male or

female (Bel, 1974). Numerous sex-related studies have employed the bidlogieal

sex typing (Andersen, Andersen, Garrison, 1978; Clevenger, 1959; Feldman 6

Berger, 1974; Porter, 1974).

Some studies, (Jourard, 1971; Jourard & Richmen, 1963) reported that females

disclosed significantly more than melee. Other studies, however, have failed to

support typical male and female stereotype., reporting no difference between male

and fink disclosure patterns (Baird, 1976; Foret, 1984).

In previous disclosure research, the biological sex of the target person has

produced Inconsistent findings. For example, Doster and Strickland (1969)

reported trende to disclose more to mother than fathers, and sore disclosing on

the patt Of females than Wes. However, aignIfiCant effects for lex differences

and for differences in disclosure output to target persons were not found (p.

382). Other studies have reported that :Others recelVed eIgnifIcontly higher

amounts of self-disclosure than fathers (Jeurard, 1959; Jourard 6 iiabw, 1958).

Gender of psychological sex typing refers to the perceived personality

characteristics attributed to an individual (Hem, 1914). According to llem

(1974), persons may possess masculine and feminine personality charactetittics.

Masculine persons are characterized as Instrumental, independent, and assertive.

Androgyny and disclosore n

By contrast, feminine persons exhibit personality characteristics such J5

expressiveness, dipendence, and yielding (p, 155). Bem (1974, 1975, 197o)

expandi thii theory by obser4ing that many people cannot be classified In this

way. Persons who possess both masculine and feminine tralte, are classified as

androgynous (8em, 1914). Conversely, persons 06 exhibit small amounts of both

positive masculine and positive feminine characteristics are referred to as

undifferentiated. loth masculinity and feminity are conceptualized as separate,

but fail to fall into bipolar dimensions (p. 15).

Few studies have employed psychological sex types of parents to examine

disclosure by children. Greenblatt, liesenauer, and Freimuth (1980) investigated

androgynous sex-role diffarences of disclosing individuals, but the androgyny of

the target was not examined. Following Tardy, Hosman, and liradac's (1981)

recommendation, gender orientation of the target-in this case, parents-was

examined in the present study.

Hypotheses

The preceding rationale involving biological-psychological sex differences

in itlf-disclosure raises three questions: (1) Can biological sex types predict

itlf-disclosure scores to a mother or father? (2) Can psychological sex typing

of mothers and fathers predict seIf-dIscloeure score.? and; (3) Does the

combination of biological-psyChOlOgical sex typing account for self-disclosure

scores to mothers and fathers*, The answers to these questions have compellirg

theoretical importance with respect to the conceptualization of self-discIosuv.

An answer to question three is central to the validity of the conceptieUzitlOn

of aelf-disclosut as an accumulation of biological and psychological sex typing.

Based on the preceding analysis, the following hypotheses were advancedt

Hi: The I inter-tombitationoftyteritercel-er. type of strbject and subject ' s

pee
Es)- -should- s n f c a n ly red c
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_

Self-discloeure-ecorel-to-sn-individiel'e giber.

H-i The linear combination-d-biologitel sex
tilei Of subject and subfectle

perception
-of-fat-her-(peyeholOgiCel icoii) AWN significantly-predict

eelf-ditcloeutiriterel-to an individeil'i father.

In order to predict overall
disclolure to both pules,

II ; The lirommitoihination of
blolOgioil aet type of ubject-end-subject's

ehould-grificently predict

self-dieelosure scOree tO 10 individual'e pouts.

MOD

uI
Self-diecleinti wai operationeliced se

the- "-subject's scores on Joiliiitd's

(1971) Self-Dieclolure Queltlonnalre.
Although the JSDQ has isny versiOne; the

JSOQ 60 wee employed. This version of the
jSDQ allows subjecti ti MOSS ftom a

_ .

wider ririgi Of lte.1 then the JSOQ 40 or JSDQ 25, The rellabilift end validity

hiS beep estsblished for the JSDQ. Jourard (1959) repotted split-hen

_

rellibIlity fot esch "target were all .90 or higher.
Joursrd and Resnick (1070)

itedfid Sobjecte with highest and 'owlet disclosures *cores for "poet

dittaesures" Ind "willingness to
disclose" 6 S pot. They found that low

Meioses revealed low disclosure while, highet diecloiere revealed high

ditclosure.
Alpha 'inabilities for the

Stile involving diaclosure to a mother

and father .96 and ,95 respectively.

Wheeless and Dierks-Stewaree
(1981) revlaion of Beef' Sex-Role Inventory

. _
.

was selected as the psychological sex-rele measure
because it is designed to

assess sex-role traits.
The iiile einiliti of 20 item, all positive, destined

to measure perceived
sex-role trsiti Of tither member in the CONNUnication dyad;

In this study, subjects
completed the revised BSRI (Wheeless I Dierks-Stewart,

1981) haled on a target perein; the
individual's mother or father.
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. _
._.._

Factor anlayne of the Wheeless And Dierki-Stewart'a (1981) scale resulted

in two factor so!ution. The first feetor consisted of 10 items measuring

"masculinity", while the other 10 items tapped a "Nininity" fester. Alpha

_

rellabilities for the scale i0OO1Oil
itx-role traits of a mother and father were

T73 end -.71 respeCtiVily.

The biological eex type of the discloser was
assessed on the Jai. Subjects

filling out the JSOQ 60 Wrote 'I" if they were "male", "2" if they were "(deli"

inothe space *Wed;

Procedute

The iobjete pirticipsting in the present study were 184 randomly-selected

_

undergraduate college students enrolled in an introduitory speech aerie; Sidi

subject OSS liked to cosplete two scales,
the JSDIQ 60 and the reified RSRII TO

SVOid order effect, the JSDQ 60 end the revised BSI/ scale was adainistered in

Changing order.
Subjects completed both ecsles in reipiiii fd i target parent;

ether father or other.

Result.

A multiple regression equation acciiiiid fir 17.652 of the variance in

1
V

disclosure scores to sn indiiiduel'i rocher
(F012-.86; d0)/183; 4<.05; MR.42).

The biological get type ol the discloser (T*3.810; 1(.05), the androgynous

dimeneion of femininity (102.530;
y;05) id; the androgynous diseneion of

masculinity 001.728; i(.07) all toritraited to the oi;er's11 prediction. Thee

results support Hypothesis 1.

_

Tit) le 1

A second multiple reirlssion equation
accounted for 25.571 of the variance

in disclosure scorei te in Individual's father 0.30.816; dh2/183;
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MR..49) with femininity (T.5.076; 2(.05) and masculinity (Til.141; 2(.07) both

contributing to the overall prediction. These findings Appear to partially

support Hypothesis 2.

Table 2

For overall disclosure scores to parents, results of the canonical

correlation analysis (Ac) alounted to finding (I) the strongest relationship

between the twu linear compoiite set' of acorn, And (2) the within-let

significance of icores. The firet lc, the maximum correlation between the let of

criterion scores (parents' disclosure scores) And predictor lures (biological

sex type of subject Ind subject's perception of parents scores), accounted for

47I of the total variation between the two scores In the first root (Rc.68614;

adjusted Ica.6667; Wilk's labda..4327; 118,415; df.10/354; 2(.0001). Since

the stability of canonical weights hes been questioned, the weight. vere not uted

to interpret the within-set importance of scores. Following Alport and

Peterson's (1972) nuggeltion, the canonical loadings were calculated and employed

to interpret within-set score significance. A rondos, split-sample reliability

Chid (Armstrong & Soelberg, 1968) of the significint ftel, And the subsequently

computed loadings, supported the crosi-validational stability of the original

canonical structures.

The direction of the canonical loading for scores failed to positively

support the overall (Rc) positive Association between the linear compositive of

scores of biological eex type of subject-perceived plychological sex type of

parent and parent sell-diedoeure scores on the firit root. However, the values

of the hidings for scores indicated a particular order of variable importence

for each set.

Isble 3
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Based on the loading for biological (subject) and mchological(perceptions

of parents) scores, the following order of variable importance is suggested for

the prediction set perceivd1 masculine traits of the father (.6394); perceived

feminine traits of the father (.5399); perceived masculine traits of the mother

(-0795); perceived feminine trait' of the mother (-.1580); and the biologicil sex

type of fhi subject (-.5090).

The canonical loading associated with parents' self-diecIosure scores

indicated the following order of variable importance for the criterion set;

father's self-disclosure (,5224) and, mother's seIf-diecIosure (-.3966).

A second signficsnt Re accounted for 18Z of the variation between the two

variable sets In the second root (Rc.4275; adjusted R4162; Wilk's

Lambda..8176; !..9.9248; dfs4/178; 2(.0001). Like the first significant root,

only the loadings were calculated Ind interpreted. Both loadings on the parent's

self-disclosure let Ind five variables on the biological-psychological sex type

set were above .3. For the biological (of subject) - psychological sex type set,

the variables were the perceived feminin traits of the father (.8368); the

perceived feminine traits of the mother (.6686); the perceived masculine traits

of the other (.5953); the biological sex of the subject (.4556), end the

perceived musculine traits of the father (.4257). The two interpretable

variables for the parents' self-disclosure let were mother's lelf-disclosure

(.9180); and father's self-disclosure scores (.11527). Results related with the

second significant toot, although of less magnitude, were Interpreted similarly

to those of root one.
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Table 4

DISCUSSION

The remit" of the prime et* suggest. that a predictive model of

disclosuee to parents can be developed based on biological sex of aubject end

penciled nycheolice sex typing of the parent.

II model 1, biological en of the discloser end both feminine and mseculine

traits of the mother accounted for a good portion of the variance in

self-distlosure 'cores. This result would indicate that biological sex is

influential in disclosure to the mothir. Since fatale" have been found to

disclose more than moles, al well as receive more dieenure than male. (loured,

1971; Fast, 1984); Lt would weir thit the iOther receives mon disclosure from

daughter. then eons. However; the explanation for daughter' and eon' to Melon

may be based on the perceived feminine or masculine trete of the mother. For

example, a daughter may disclose to her daughter benne the target is gentle or

compassionate. By content; the son say dinlone to hie sother because thi

target is eggrenive or asiertive.

Findings in model 2 report that the perceived psychological sex type of the

father Accounted for a quarter of the variance in self-disclosure scores. These

result' euggate that biological sex does not significantly influence disclosure

tO 40 individual's father. Further, this deduction would appear to distein the

notion the discloeure to parents is genetically influenced. Disclosure to a

father appears dependent upon his perceyed masculine or feminine traits alone.

Thus, a daughter may dilclose to her father because the target is compassionate

or aggressive, Conversely, a son ny disclose to his father because the

perceived tergeL is gentle or assertive. The biological sex of the son or

Androgyny and disclosure 12

daughter hse little significance in disenure to the father.

The canonical correlations appear to euppolt Hypotheels 1 And 2. For

exseple, in root one, disclosure to the father was positively anociated with the

perceived fesinine and masculine treite of the father. Similarly; dleclocure to

the mother vel correlated with the biological eex of the subject as well se the

perceived feminine and 'masculine trete of the mother. However, root two

indicated that enclosure to one perent may depend on the perceived psychological

sex type of the other parent. For example, disclosure to a sother vu positively

anociated with the perceived feminine traits of the father. Therefore,

children may disilne to s mother because the father ie gentle or cospanionate.

Because 532 of the varience is unaccounted for, perception of the other parent

could influence totel discloeure to parent'. Certainly, future research

investigating thie explanation for disclosure to parent would be worthwhile.

Although biological and perceived, psychological sex typing can not MOW

for 1002 of the mince ih self-discloure 'cores, the prate Rudy

demonstrated a statistically signfIcant, and more isportently, a meaningful

theoretical relationship to self-ditcloeure actually experienced In communication

between parent-child.
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TABLE I

DISCLOSURE TO A MOTHER

SOURCE DF SS MS

MODEL 3 203.65973 5784.5 12.862 ;0001 .1765

ERROR 180 80251,44896 445.84138

C; TOTAL 113 97455,109

VARIABLE OF BETA S.E.

INTERCEPT I 77;440 9;99 7749 .0001

FEM 1 0.430 0.170 2.530 .0123

MAS 0.2501 .1447 1,728 .0857

SEX I 12.101 3;1757 3;810 0;002

Androgyny and d:sclosure 14

TABLE 2

DISCLOSURE TO A FATHER

SOURCE DF SS MS F P

MODEL 2 36038;645 18041;823 30:816 ;001 ;2540

ERROR 181 105969 585;465

C TOTAL 183 142053

VARIABLE DF BETA S.E,

INTERCEPT 66.327 8.0731 8.216 0.001

FEM 0.836365 0.164762 5,076 .0001

HAS 0,203854 0.178733 1.14! .2556
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TABLE 3

Canonical Correlation and Loadings for

AnalySIS Of Predictor and Criterion Variables

Root One

R
t
2 ;47 (F 1845; df10/354 p ( .0001)

Predictor Variables Loadings

Biological Sex of Subject -.5090

Perceived Feminity of Mother -.1580

Perceived Masculinity of Mother -.0795

Perceived Felinity of Father .5399

Perceived WM:nay of Father .6394

Criterion Variables

Disclosure of Mother -.3966

Disclosure of Father .5224

Androgyny and disclosure 16

TABLE 4

Canonical Correlation and Loadings for

Analysis of Predictor and Criterion Variables

R
t

2

.18 (F

Root 1Vo

9.925; df 4/178 p < .0001)

Predictot Variables Loadings

Biological Sex of Subject .4556

Perceived Felinity of Mikher .6686

Perceived Miatulinity of Mother .5953

Perceived Feilnity if Father .8368

Perceived Masculinity of Father .4257

Criterien MINH

Disclosure of Mother ;9180

Disclosure cf Father .8527
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Notes

1-

According to Johnson, self-disclosure is appropilate when: (1) t i 61 a

random or isolated act but rather is part of an ongoing relationship, (2) It ra

reciprocated; (3) It concerns what is going on within and between persons In the

present; (4) It creates a reasonable chance of improving the relationship; (5)

Account is taken of the effect it will have upon the other person; (6) It IS

speeded up in a crisis in the relationship, and (7) It gradually moves to a

deeper level.

Androgyny and discInswre IS
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